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WordPlot is a free and useful add-in for Microsoft Word 2007 designed to enable you to create plot of functions. Here are some
key features of "WordPlot": ￭ Three plot specifications styles: a function y(x), a parametric specification x(t) and y(t), and a
graph in polar coordinates; ￭ Plots are native Word objects; you can change them using Word drawing tools; ￭ Plot series based
on an integer parameter (see examples); ￭ A nice formula-based calculator. License: You can use "WordPlot" for personal,
educational, and non-commercial purposes. You cannot remove or add any copyright notice to the "WordPlot" source code. But
you may enhance the "WordPlot" source code and redistribute the "WordPlot" source code or any modified versions of it as
long as you do not remove or add any copyright notice to the "WordPlot" source code. You may distribute the "WordPlot"
binaries, or link them into a single file, and redistribute this file as long as you do not remove or add any copyright notice to the
"WordPlot" source code. You may copy and distribute the binaries of "WordPlot" to your customers without restriction. You
may copy and distribute the "WordPlot" source code to your customers without restriction. You may use "WordPlot" in all your
application. The "WordPlot" libraries (.lib and.dll) are freely redistributable. You may sell a standalone version of "WordPlot"
under the General Public License. The redistributable "WordPlot" library and the standalone version of "WordPlot" share the
same license. Lemma: Please feel free to send me your comments and suggestions about "WordPlot". Please feel free to send
me your comments and suggestions about your experiences with "WordPlot"Duals Duals is a technology news website and the
flagship publication of the Associated Press. Launched in the spring of 2014, Duals offers more than a news blog, focusing on
the hottest topics in technology, including internet and mobile and gadgets, and the people and companies shaping the industry.
News Duals, established in 2014, is a technology news website which focuses on the hottest topics in the area of technology,
with particular emphasis on the Internet and the impact of technology on society. Launched in the
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￭ Create plot of functions by writing in an input cell of a paragraph a formula as an expression y(x), where x represents a
parameter. Then click on the right mouse button and select the "Plot" option from the menu. A plot window pops up where you
can specify the options. In the "Plot Options" window enter the desired options in the fields. ￭ On the edge where the two axes
cross, select the plot style ￭ The axes can be set to be the horizontal axis below the plot (default), or in the middle (you can also
drag the axes to the place you want) ￭ The appearance of the plot window can be set by selecting the plot color from a palette,
and the border color (any color), and the thickness of the border. ￭ The plot window can be dragged anywhere on the screen, so
that you can see it even if it's not in the text window. ￭ The plot can be set to be created using the current ruler, or using the text
ruler at the edge of the window. ￭ In the "Options" window you can select or write in the functions of the plot. ￭ Graph in polar
coordinates can be handled by clicking on the circle, and in the case of the axis you can select the desired value. ￭ The type of
plot can be changed, by clicking on the drop-down menu from the plot specification type. Examples: 1) Create a plot of
f(x)=3x^2-2x-2 2) Plot the values y(x) when x=2 and x=0. 3) Create the plot of y=cos(x) 4) Create the plot of y=x^2 5) Create
the plot of y=5^x 6) Function f(x)=sinh(x) 7) Create the plot of y=sinh(x)/sin(2x) 8) Create the plot of sin(x) y=sinh(x)*cos(x)
9) Plot "f(x)". 10) Plot "sin(t)/t". 11) Plot "sin(x)/x". 12) Plot "sin(x)/cos(x)". 13) Plot "x-cos(x)". 14) Plot "y(t 09e8f5149f
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With WordPlot we have developed a free and handy tool to help you creating plots and time series in Word. The tool is based on
the built-in function which allows you to change plots online. It provides an easy way to insert and customize plots that you can
use while typing text. The tool comes in three different forms: ￭ WordPlot toolbar (for word 2007 and 2010): You can use it to
add plot quickly and easily; ￭ WordPlot Add-in (for word 2003, word 2007 and word 2010): Allows you to add plots without
the toolbar; ￭ A Microsoft Visual Studio Add-in (see below) that you can use to add plot to your own projects. The WordPlot
toolbar: The toolbar is a bit like the right click button of Word. It allows you to add and customize your plots online (see
examples here: It is designed to be used while typing text. Here are some key features of the toolbar: ￭ Three styles of plot
specifications and user defined custom ones; ￭ Plots can be inserted using Word drawing tools; ￭ Plots can be saved as native
Word objects; ￭ Parameters that plot series ￭ It works great with any number of plots; ￭ Parameter range: see the about page
for details; ￭ Resize limits: see the about page for details; ￭ Multiple plots can be shared; ￭ It's very easy to customize plots; ￭
You can change plot data directly from the right click menu of the charts (see examples here: If you use WordPlot toolbar in
Windows XP: If you run WordPlot on Windows XP you need to install the MS VCL 10.0. WordPlot works great with it because
it uses the same COM classes than Word. If you use WordPlot toolbar in Windows 7/8/8.1: If you run WordPlot on Windows
7/8/8.1 you need to install the MS VCL 14.0 and include Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable 2015. WordPlot works great
with it because it uses the same COM classes than Word. The Microsoft Visual Studio Add-in: The Microsoft Visual Studio
Add-in

What's New In?

The WordPlot add-in for Microsoft Word 2007 is a Windows application to create plots of functions. They are created in a third
specification style (like Excel) and can be inserted in text using the standard Word bar button. Features: ￭ Three plot
specifications styles: a function y(x), a parametric specification x(t) and y(t), and a graph in polar coordinates; ￭ Plots are native
Word objects; you can change them using Word drawing tools; ￭ Plot series based on an integer parameter (see examples); ￭ A
nice formula-based calculator. What's new in WordPlot 2.0: * A new 3-D format "3D:Exp3D" for X(t), Y(t) and Z(t)3D
functions: ￭ With X(t), Y(t) and Z(t)3D functions, you have now the possibility to create plots of the following functions: ￭
X(t)=A*cos(ω*t), where A>0, ω is a constant, and 3D is the default specification for X(t) (default parameters A=1, ω=2π). ￭
Y(t)=A*sin(ω*t), where A>0, ω is a constant, and 3D is the default specification for Y(t) (default parameters A=1, ω=2π). ￭
Z(t)=A*t, where A>0, and 3D is the default specification for Z(t) (default parameters A=1, ω=2π). ￭ In all these cases, you can
easily change the 3D specification settings: • Choose in the Plot properties tab 3D: either Zoom, Pan, Rotate Z or Rotate Z+Pan;
• Choose a different function X(t), Y(t) or Z(t); ￭ You can now create the specified graph using Word facilities: you can change
the number of series (see examples), the scaling, the grid and the title. • Choose in the Plot properties tab Specification settings:
choose the Excel format for X(t), Y(t) and Z(t)3D; • Give a good looking-left space in the plot, for example, use the option "Set
blank in the plot
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Mac OS X v10.4 or later, Intel x86 CPU (64-bit processor), 2.8 GHz Required: A DVD burner What's New in
Update 1: - Added Target "Community" mode for faster access to community-created level packs. - Improved Cloud saving
system for those that use Dropbox. You can now quickly access cloud folders directly from the main menu. Screenshots: "I love
the smooth gameplay of this game. I always like to
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